Jean-Marie Massaud conceives of it as a radical piece of architecture where every material carries out its role with rigour and elegance. The leather welcomes, the metal and wood support.

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**

**Supporting structure and armrests.** Solid ash with an ebony stain.

**Metal components.** Polished stainless steel.

**Padding.** Diamond padding constructed from steel and flexible moulded polyurethane foam.

**Sliding armrests.** Equipped with guides to enable the armrests to slide forwards and backwards to improve chair access.

**Feet.** Adjustable and made from black plastic.

**Protective sill.** Steel treated with an epoxy powder coating and wood finish (ebony), positioned to protect both sides of the frame.

**Upholstery.** In Pelle Frau®:
- Color System Frau® (SC)
- Nest
- Soul
- Century

**Headrest.** Removable and adjustable to two different heights (between the first and second diamond or between the second and third).
Manufactured with a multi-layered poplar panel padded with polyurethane foam and upholstered in Pelle Frau®. Features a visible polished aluminium pole between the diamonds.

**Aesthetic details.** The Poltrona Frau logo is engraved on a brass plaque with a matte Nickel finish located on the rear crosspiece of the chaise longue.